M AC H I N E P O RTFO LI O 2020

VERTUO

ORIGINAL

MILK FROTHERS
MILK

ESPRESSO

L AT T I S S I M A

ESPRESSO

VERTUO

C R E AT I S TA

MILK FROTHERS

VERTUO

INISSIA

LATTISSIMA ONE

CREATISTA UNO

AEROCCINO3

Limit less

Simple begins

One, by one

Open to inspiration

Froth to fancy

Explore the complete
Nespresso coffee experience,
in even larger cups.

Your first step into the
Nespresso world.

For those espresso lovers
who wish for a milky treat
once in a while.

Your first step into a universe
of Latte Art creation.

Indulge in all your foamy
fantasies, at the touch of
a button.

VERTUO PLUS

ESSENZA MINI

CITIZ

LATTISSIMA TOUCH

CREATISTA PLUS

AEROCCINO4

To new heights

Compact without
compromise

Urban legends

All you can froth

Be your own Barista

All the milky ways

A real blend of style and
substance, inside and out.

Endless possibilities in coffee
& milk preparations, including
those with your own touch.

Beautiful Latte Art coffees are
now just a few steps away.

Transform any coffee into a
foamy delight, or any foamy
delight into a coffee.

Take it to the max and explore
the complete Nespresso coffee
experience, in even larger cups.
Automated simplicity!

Small in size, for big
coffee moments.

AUTO

VERTUO NEXT

ESSENZA PLUS

CITIZ&MILK

GRAN LATTISSIMA

CREATISTA PRO

AEROCCINO XL

The new dimension of coffee

Coffee plus much more

Urban legends

Coffee shop recipes

Master your inner Barista

Froth beyond measure

The next big cup is here
with Vertuo Next.

It is here for you, and
anybody else you want
to treat.

A real blend of style and
substance, inside and out,
with or without milk.

More recipes doesn’t have to mean
more effort.

For latte art you can frame, every
coffee is a masterpiece.

A little more frothed milk
goes a long way.

PIXIE

LATTISSIMA PRO

Steel, crafted

Automated adventures

Industrial looks for a
crafted coffee experience.

Inspired by the quality of
professional machines but
with a high level of simplicity.

BARISTA

AT E L I E R

Inspiration to follow

NESPRESSO ATELIER
Make it your own
Whether hot or cold, you are the
craftsman of your own coffee and
milk recipes.

Espresso
40 ml / 1.35 fl oz

Double Espresso
80 ml / 2.70 fl oz

Gran Lungo
150 ml / 5.07 fl oz

Mug
230 ml / 7.77 fl oz

Alto
414 ml / 14 fl oz

Carafe
535 ml / 18 fl oz

Compact
and light

Multiple
cup sizes

Descaling
alert

Auto
Frothing

Digital
display

Dishwasher
proof

Induction

Connectivity

Fast heat up
3 seconds

Milk
recipes

Espresso
& Lungo

Ristretto,
Espresso
& Lungo

Tactile
interface

Assisted clean
system

One button
brewing

Hot water

Eco-mode

Temperature
control

Rival your favourite barista,
from iced coffee to elaborate
Latte Art.

